CANADA’S OCEAN SUPERCLUSTER
PROJECT SELECTION GUIDE

What are Technology Leadership Programs?
Technology Leadership Programs (TL Programs) are thematic areas of interest that Industry Members have
identified as priorities for investment. They set the direction and investment required for TL Projects we
believe are necessary to solve our industry challenges, resolve capability gaps and foster sustainable growth
across ocean sectors - in turn creating high-quality jobs for Canadians.
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What are Technology Leadership Projects?
Technology leadership projects (TL Projects) are collaborative projects where OSC Members and the OSC coinvest to perform research, development, demonstration, commercialization, and capability-building activities
that deliver business value and benefits to participating organizations, the innovation ecosystem, and Canada’s
ocean economy. TL Projects:
•
•
•
•

Grow Canada’s ocean economy by responding to gaps and priorities identified in OSC’s 5 Year Strategy;
Promote Canada’s presence in new domestic and international markets;
Result in concrete benefits to the Project Participants, Members and the broader ocean ecosystem and
economy - including jobs created and maintained; and,
Are incremental to the regular business undertakings of the applicants.

Who can initiate and develop a TL Project?
TL Projects are developed through collaboration between OSC Members. Members often connect through
OSC staff, at OSC events or through the member portal. The development of TL Project proposals may be
initiated by and may involve any Member, but its scope and definition must be led by one or more Industry
Members who intend to co-invest in the TL project. You can find more information about membership options
on our website at OceanSupercluster.ca/partners/

How do Members and the OSC co-invest in a TL Project?
The OSC has been funded by the Government of Canada, via the Ministry of Innovation, Science, and Economic
Development (ISED). The majority of this funding will be invested into TL Projects. Industry Member cash and
in-kind contributions are matched at up to 1:1 by the OSC. There is no minimum or maximum project size, but
OSC co-investments will likely support projects that range in size from $0.5M to $20M.
Proponents can, and are in fact encouraged to, find other sources of funding. At a project level, government
funding can cover up to 100% of eligible costs. Co-investments made to the OSC Supercluster may also be
eligible for ITB credit. Please refer to the Ocean Supercluster TL Project Eligible Cost Guidelines for more
information about co-investment principles and cost eligibility requirements.
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How do I turn my idea into an approved project?
OSC’s TL project development and selection process, from early brainstorming about project ideas through to
approved project in execution, can be summarized in five steps:

1
1.

Preliminary Development:
An OSC Member initiates an idea and discusses it with other potential
collaborators, and forms a Project Team. Project Teams often form out of
discussions that happen during OSC events and workshops, but they can also be
formed when Members reach out to each other and develop ideas independently.
OSC Technology Leadership Program Managers can help you get more visibility on
a project idea and connect with other Members with similar interests.
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Preliminary Qualification:

3

Proposal Development:

4

Proposal Assessment and Selection:
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The Project Team will need to complete the TL Project Preliminary Qualification
Template to demonstrate that their project idea is well formed and meets
these eligibility criteria before it can be qualified and advanced to full proposal.
Guidance and submission instructions are provided in the template. We’ll
acknowledge receipt, and within a few days reach out to arrange a meeting with
the project team to discuss the project and provide guidance on next steps.

Once a project is qualified, a Project Team can develop a proposal by completing
the TL Project Proposal Template. Proponents can socialise the proposal to other
OSC Members and expand the Project Team during this stage.

The Project Proposal is submitted to OSC, who confirms that it is complete and
ready to be submitted for assessment. The TL Project Proposal is evaluated; and,

Project Agreements and Execution:
Approved Projects are advanced for contracting and execution.

What are the minimum eligibility requirements for a viable TL project?
All TL projects must meet the following requirements to be eligible for OSC funding:
•

A minimum of two Industry Members must co-invest in the project, with no one Industry Member
contributing more than 2/3 of the private sector contribution total;
At least one small or medium sized enterprise (500 employees or less) is part of the project team;
Project activities take place in Canada;
Investing organizations must be Industry Members of the OSC to qualify their investment for matching
investment of OSC funds;
Project activities are incremental to the regular business undertaking of the proponents in that the project
is new or would not be undertaken at the same scope or scale without the co-investment provided by the
Supercluster;
Eligible project expenses are compliant with ISED ISI funding guidelines.

•
•
•
•
•

What are the TL Project selection criteria that my proposal will need to
demonstrate?
Mandatory Growth
Criteria
1. Creates and/or accelerates
development of innovative
technologies and IP.
2. Identified high potential
international market opportunity
and clearly articulated
commercialization path or
application of project outcomes.
3. Delivers tangible ROI and
commercial value.
4. Increases competitiveness
and productivity of Canadian
companies, including SMEs.
5. Presence of new, cross-sectoral,
diverse and/or large-scale
partnerships which confirm that
the project will involve SMEs and
will not performed exclusively by
large enterprises.
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Elective Ecosystem
Building Criteria
6. Removes barriers currently limiting
technology commercialization,
regulatory modernization, policy
advancement and development
of Canadian-driven international
standards.
7. Supports local capacity development
and supply chain growth
8. Supports the development of
next-generation digital workforce
capabilities
9. Benefits indigenous communities and
under-represented groups
10. Supports the development of a
national/global ocean data network
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Each project proposal is also required to include a comprehensive Project Plan, as well as rationale that
demonstrates how the proposed project would create opportunities for Members - including Members who
are not participating in any project, to access expected Foreground Intellectual Property arising from the
project. Within the TL Project Proposal Template, there is additional guidance about how applicants can
demonstrate requirements.
OSC Technology Leadership Program Managers and the OSC’s Intellectual Property Manager are available to
help the Project Team at any point in the proposal development process.

What’s the timeline for developing and submitting a proposal?
The OSC accepts proposal submissions on a continuous basis, but the Project Team needs to follow the TL
Project Development and Selection Process described in Question 3 of this guide.

How is my proposal evaluated?
Once your proposal is submitted for evaluation, the OSC will confirm that the proposal is complete and ready
to be evaluated. The OSC will then proceed with a comprehensive assessment of the project by a Project
Assessment Committee, which is comprised of a panel of independent assessors that represent a broad range
of expertise and perspective from across the ecosystem and beyond. The size of your project determines how
many individuals are on this committee. All assessors are vetted for conflicts of interest and are required to
sign a non-disclosure agreement.
Each Project Assessment Committee member scores each criterion listed in Question 6 to be either “strong”,
“acceptable” or “weak”. In order for a project proposal to be considered as having no significant weaknesses:
•
•
•

The majority of Mandatory Growth Criteria must scored as “strong”;
No Mandatory Growth Criterion can receive be scored as “weak”; and,
The majority of Elective Ecosystem Building Criteria must scored as “strong”, or an equivalent 		
combination of “strong” and “acceptable” scorings across these criteria must be reached.

The proposal must also provide a satisfactory executive summary, overview, project plan and IP/data rationale.
The assessment results are provided to the Project Selection Committee. This committee decides whether the
project is approved for OSC funding and determines if any feedback should be provided to the Project Team,
including any conditions that must be met before a project can be approved.
The TL Project Selection Committee is comprised of OSC Board Members, OSC senior management staff and
other independent non-directors. All members of this committee are vetted for conflicts of interest and are
required to sign a non-disclosure agreement.

How long will it take before I know whether my project proposal is selected
for funding?
The OSC can process proposals in about a month, but this timeline is dependent on whether the OSC or the
Project Selection Committee requests revisions, and how long it takes the Project Team to make them.

What happens after my project is selected?
If your project is selected, and the proposed budget is ratified by the OSC Board of Directors, we will then
begin the contracting phase of your project. This will take the form of a Project Agreement that will represent
the legal framework for the execution of the project. It will include detailed statements of work, financial
information, and agreements on IP and the use of data, developed in line with the commitments that the
Project Team made in their proposal.

Who can I contact if I have more questions about what is in this guide?
Here is the contact information for the OSC Technology Leadership Program Management Team:

Susan Hunt
Chief Technology Officer
Susan.Hunt@OceanSupercluster.ca

Diane Hollman
Technology Leadership Program Manager
Diane.Hollman@OceanSupercluster.ca

Ogaga Johnson
Technology Leadership Program Manager
Ogaga.Johnson@OceanSupercluster.ca

Andy Stone
Intellectual Property Manager / Technology Leadership
Program Manager
Andy.Stone@OceanSupercluster.ca

